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THURSDAY, JUNE 27, 2013

TERPSICHORE B

16:00-17:00 Workshop 1: DERMOGRAPHY
Chairs: G. Chaidemenos (Greece) – A. Stratigos (Greece)

W1.1 Differentiating pigmented non-melanocytic lesions in dermoscopy
A. Katoulis (Greece)

W1.2 Management rules for the detection of melanoma
A. Lallas (Italy)

W1.3 How to diagnose "difficult" facial and acral melanocytic lesions?
E. Lazaridou (Greece)

W1.4 Vascular structures: How can they help us in the dermoscopy of pigmented
and non-pigmented lesions?
D. Polydorou (Greece)

SANTORINI

16:00-17:00 Workshop 2: CRYOTHERAPY
Chairs: A. Panagiotopoulos (Greece) – V. Chasapi (Greece)

W2.1 Introduction to cryosurgery (History, pathogenesis, equipment,
techniques)
A. Panagiotopoulos (Greece)

W2.2 The contribution of cryosurgery in cosmetic dermatology
P. Mintzias (Greece)

W2.3 Cryosurgery treatment of precancerous lesions of the skin
E. Polychronaki (Greece)

W2.4 Cryosurgery treatment of keloids
E. Zouridaki (Greece)

TERPSICHORE A

17:00-18:30 Session 1: TULANE
Chairs: L. Millikan (USA) - L. Parish (USA) - C. Noutsis (Greece) - P. Emmanouil (Greece)

S1.1 What’s new in lipofilling
L. Donofrio (USA)

S1.2 An editor looks at the surgical literature
W.P. Coleman (USA)

S1.3 Louis A. Duhring (1845-1913): The centennial of his death
L.C. Parish (USA)
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S1.4  Oops: What did I do?  
J. Parish (USA)

S1.5  The aging face; Optimal medical-surgical aspect  
L. Millikan (USA)

18:30-19:00  Coffee Break

19:00-20:30  Session 2: LASERS I  
Chairs: M. Kadurina (Bulgaria) – P. Stavropoulos (Greece)

S2.1  Fractional and non fractional lasers – PROs and CONs  
K. Neamontos (Greece)

S2.2  Lasers for face rejuvenation  
C. Tzermias (Greece)

S2.3  What’s new in scar revision – Combination of ablative and nonablative lasers  
M. Kadurina (Bulgaria)

S2.4  Fractional resurfacing for scars and photoaging  
E. Papadavid (Greece)

S2.5  Scar treatment with fractional CO2 laser  
S.N. Zerbinati (Italy)

20:30  Opening Ceremony
FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 2013

TERPSICHORE B

08:30-09:30 Free Communications 1: PIGMENTATION DISORDERS

Chairs: T. Cestari (Brazil) – E. Nicolaidou (Greece)

FC1.1 Comparison of the echogenicity of pigmented basal cell carcinoma with pigmented melanocytic nevus of head and neck using high frequency ultrasound imaging
A. Firooz, P. Khoshpouri, A. Rajabi Estarabadi, H. Zartab, P. Khoshpouri (Iran)

FC1.2 Periorbital hyperpigmentation in Asians, treatment with chemical peeling
B.S. Devani (India)

FC1.3 Treatment of Riehl’s melanosis with 1064 nm and 532 nm NdYAG laser
I.B. Simbolon Sitohang, E. Komarasari (Indonesia)

FC1.4 Clinical trial of trichloroacetic acid spot peeling in idiopathic guttate hypomelanoses – A multicentre study in India
P. Sahu, M. Srichandan, A. Sahoo (India)

FC1.5 Successful treatment of melasma with sub thermolytic Q switched NdYAG laser in combination with fractional ErYAG laser and temporary dermal scatter reduction
J. Kozarev (Serbia)

FC1.6 Melasma treatments: A review of the current therapies available and their long-term effects
B. Rao, M. Alamgir, C. Wassef, M. Hamidi (Pakistan, USA)

FC1.7 Needling as an adjunctive therapy for vitiligo
L.M. Correa, S. Khokher, B.K. Rao (USA)

SANTORINI

08:30-09:30 Free Communications 2: HAIR

Chairs: V. Chasapi (Greece) – S. Gregoriou (Greece)

FC2.1 Efficacy and tolerability of intense pulsed light in hirsutism
A.M. Gargoom (Libya)

FC2.2 Use of vascular epidermal growth factor (VEGF) in hair growth promotion: An experimental model

FC2.3 Platelet-rich plasma for the treatment of female diffuse hair loss: A pilot study

FC2.4 How to do giga session hair transplantation by FUE
K. Chouhan, A. Kumar (India)
FC2.5  Combination of strip and FUE during the same session, in treating difficult cases of hair transplantation  
S.G. Theocharis, D.V. Kranias, M.G. Delliteis-Domenikos, S.S. Bolomitis, G.S. Theocharis (Greece)

FC2.6  Comparison of effects of progesterone 2% solution with topical minoxidil 2% solution in treating female androgenic alopecia  
M. Goldust, B.N. Shahla (Iran)

FC2.7  Advanced FUE hair restoration. The innovative one step implantation technique  
A. Vekris, A. Tsiatoura, I. Theochari (Greece)

FC2.8  Study of the efficacy of long pulse Nd: YAG (1064nm) & Q switched Nd: YAG [1064nm & 532nm (K.T.P.)] of various dermatological conditions in India  
C.B. Mhaske, Deepa Vincent, S.S. Raotole (India)

TERPSICHORE A

09:30-11:00  Session 3: PIGMENTERY DISORDERS  
Chairs: C. Antoniou (Greece) – J. Hercogova (Czech Republic) – M. Amer (Egypt)

S3.1  Melasma: Treatment evaluation  
M. Amer (Egypt)

S3.2  Extrafacial melasma  
T. Cestari (Brazil)

S3.3  Laser and light devices in the treatment of facial pigmented disorders  
C.-L. Goh (Singapore)

S3.4  What to expect in childhood vitiligo  
E. Nicolaidou (Greece)

S3.5  Treatment of vitiligo  
S. Alper (Turkey)

S3.6  Vitiligo: News in 2013  
T. Lotti (Italy)

ESPERIDES

09:30-11:00  Session 4: PHOTOPROTECTION – UV RADIATION  
Chairs: A. Stratigos (Greece) - M.A. Gurer (Turkey) – J. Lipozencic (Croatia)

S4.1  Photoprotection after cosmetic procedures  
M. Trakatelli (Greece)

S4.2  The impact of Biophotonics in facial rejuvenation. A prospective randomized investigational trial  
A. Nikolis (Canada)

S4.3  Photoprotection for black skin  
M. Ramos-e-Silva (Brazil)
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S4.4  UV exposure and UV protection behaviours among adolescents: Current problems and our experience
      D. Skiljevic  (Serbia)

S4.5  Environment and skin aging: Biological effects of daily doses of UVA
      A. Rougier  (France)

S4.6  Melanoma and sunscreens: An ongoing – Controversy
      A. Stratigos  (Greece)

TERPSICHORE B

09:30-11:00  Session 5: PERFECTIONING OUR FILLERS INJECTION
Chairs: F. Perez Atamoros  (Mexico) - M. Kummerfeldt  (Guatemala)

S5.1  How to choose the right filler
      A. Benedetto  (USA)

S5.2  Needle, cannula or both
      F. Perez Atamoros  (Mexico)

S5.3  Augmentation and voluminizing with fillers
      I. Papp  (Hungary)

S5.4  Pearls to improve the injection of hyaluronic acid
      M. Kummerfeldt  (Guatemala)

S5.5  Full face injections
      W. Prager  (Germany)

11:00-11:30  Coffee Break

ESPERIDES

11:30-12:30  Workshop 3: CARBOXYTHERAPY
Chairs: M. Kosmadaki  (Greece) - E. Polimerou  (Greece)

Gas contouring, much more than Carboxytherapy
      F.P. Alberico  (Italy)

Organised by: COSMEDICAL

TERPSICHORE B

11:30-12:30  Workshop 4: PHOTOPROTECTION AND HYPERPIGMENTARY DISORDERS
Chair: A. Katsambas  (Greece)

Speaker: A. Stratigos  (Greece)

Organised by: FROICA
FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 2013

TERPSICHORE A

12:30-13:30  **Eugene J. Van Scott Lecture**

*Introduction*
J.L. Parish (USA), *Chairman of the Eugene J. Van Scott Lecture Committee*

*Invasive and non-invasive body contouring: Where are we?*
W.P. Coleman (USA)

13:30-14:00  **Edward L. Keyes Award**

*Chairs: V. Petronic-Rosic (USA) - J.L. Parish (USA) - L. Milikan (USA)*

*Welcome and Presentation of Edward L. Keyes Awards*
V. Petronic-Rosic (USA)

*Zinc deficiency disorders among extremely premature infants*
D.C. Pichard (USA)

*Localized scleroderma treated with ablative fractional laser therapy and injectable fillers*
N. Ezra (USA)

Questions and Answers

14:00-14:30  **Intermission**

14:30-15:30  **Workshop 5: APPLICATION OF SILHOUETTE SOFT: BIDIRECTIONAL BIORESORBABLE SUTURES WITH CONES**

*Chair: M. Rompoti (Greece)*

*Speaker: B. Beltran (Spain)*

*Organised by: DERMACEUTICALS*

14:30-15:30  **Workshop 6: FRACTIONAL RESURFACING AND COMBINATION TREATMENT**

*Speakers: M. Landau (Israel) – M. Kadurina (Bulgaria)*

*Organised by: INNOVA MEDICAL – PALOMAR MEDICAL*

14:30-15:30  **Workshop 7: PRP AUTOLOGOUS THERAPIES AND FRACTIONAL RF**

*Chairs: A. Katsambas (Greece) – A. Kanakopoulos (Greece)*

*Speaker: M. Kardasi (Greece)*

*Organised by: ABACOSM*
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**15:30-17:00**  
**Session 6: BOTULINUM TOXIN I**  
Chairs: F. Perez Atamoros (Mexico) – K. Krasagakis (Greece) – A. Turkevych (Ukraine)

| Session 6.1  | Botulinum toxin type A – Potential new therapeutic uses in dermatology  
|--------------|-----------------------------------------------------------------------  
| A. Alexandru (Romania)  |

| Session 6.2  | Dilution and dosing for natural looking Botulinum toxin  
|--------------|----------------------------------------------------------  
| A. Kapellari (Greece)  |

| Session 6.3  | Botulinum toxin–A: Small things not to forget  
|--------------|---------------------------------------------  
| A. Katsambas (Greece)  |

| Session 6.4  | How to improve my Botulinum toxin cosmetic applications  
|--------------|----------------------------------------------------------  
| F. Perez Atamoros (Mexico)  |

| Session 6.5  | Complications of Botulinum Toxin – Beware and be aware  
|--------------|----------------------------------------------------------  
| J. Sharad (India)  |

**15:30-17:00**  
**Session 7: HAIR AND NAILS**  
Chairs: D. Rigopoulos (Greece) – M. Nikolic (Serbia) – K. Kouskoukis (Greece)

| Session 7.1  | Alopecia areata: The present therapeutical approach  
|--------------|----------------------------------------------------------  
| V. Chasapi (Greece)  |

| Session 7.2  | Hair and quality of life  
|--------------|----------------------------  
| J. Hercogova (Czech Republic)  |

| Session 7.3  | Hair transplantation – What’s new  
|--------------|---------------------------------------------  
| A. Karalexis (Greece)  |

| Session 7.4  | Adverse events due to nail cosmetics  
|--------------|---------------------------------------------  
| S. Gregoriou (Greece)  |

| Session 7.5  | Nail tumors  
|--------------|------------------------------  
| D. Rigopoulos (Greece)  |

| Session 7.6  | Aesthetic nail surgery  
|--------------|----------------------------  
| E. Haneke (Germany)  |

**17:00-17:30**  
**Coffee Break**

**17:30-19:00**  
**Session 8: FILLERS I**  
Chairs: A. Benedetto (USA) - I. Mantekou-Lefaki (Greece)

| Session 8.1  | Fillers - How I use them  
|--------------|----------------------------  
| A. Benedetto (USA)  |

| Session 8.2  | Tailoring fillers to fit your practice  
|--------------|----------------------------  
| N. Curcio (USA)  |
S8.3  Combination of fillers with non ablative and fractional lasers  
J. Katsantonis (Greece)

S8.4  Fillers for hands  
C. Naoum (Greece)

S8.5  Fillers for the lips  
I. Verner (Israel)

S8.6  Rings and dark circles: What can we do?  
P. Andre (France)

17:30-19:00  Session 9: NEEDLING – MESOTHERAPY - AGING  
Chairs: A. Katsarou (Greece) – R. Wolf (Israel)

S9.1  Dermal needle treatment of acne scars  
I. Ertam (Turkey)

S9.2  Soft face sculptering® – Development of the aesthetic procedures over the years  
O. Kreyden (Switzerland)

S9.3  What’s new: PRP – Mesotherapy  
N. Kalogeropoulos (Greece)

S9.4  A new approach on prevention of skin aging with antioxidants  
A. Tosca (Greece)

S9.5  Management of pregnancy - Related striae, keloids, hypertrophic scars and excessive skin laxity  
G. Kroumpouzos (USA)

19:00-20:30  Satellite Symposium 1: LMAX, A NEW STANDARD IN ACTINICALLY DAMAGED SKIN  
Organized by: MEDA PHARMA

Chair: A. Stratigos (Greece)

New insights into sun-exposed skin: Importance of sub-clinical lesions  
A. Stratigos (Greece)

Lmax: The new standard for evaluating field-therapy efficacy  
E. Stockfleth (Germany)

Lmax and imiquimod in cosmetic dermatology: Cryotherapy, cosmetic outcome and skin rejuvenation  
A. Panagiotopoulos (Greece)

Instructive cases: Panel discussion
SATURDAY, JUNE 29, 2013

ESPERIDES

08:30-09:30 **Free Communications 3: ANTI-AGING AND REJUVENATION**

**Chairs:** S. Popadic (Serbia) - P. Riga (Greece)

**FC3.1** The effect of broccoli flower extract on inhibition of photoaging: In vitro study of matrix metalloproteinase-I and type I procollagen expression in human skin fibroblast

N.K. Jusuf, A. Bachtiar, S. Hadisahputra, H. Soebono (Indonesia)

**FC3.2** Achieving facial harmony with hyaluronic acid injection at four sites in a single session in dark skin types

S. Arsiwala (India)

**FC3.3** Combination of neurotoxins and hyaluronic acid fillers in remodelling of lower face - An experience of 42 cases from eastern India

S. Bhattacharyya, P. Chatterjee (India)

**FC3.4** Periorbital rejuvenation - A study of 64 cases from eastern India

P. Chatterjee, S. Bhattacharyya (India)

**FC3.5** Assessment of efficacy of platelet-rich plasma (PRP) on infraorbital dark circles and crow’s feet wrinkle


**FC3.6** Facial remodeling with erbium YAG fractional, erbium glass fractional and autologous G.F.

M. Kardasi (Greece)

**FC3.7** Platelet rich plasma and skin rejuvenation in post-menopausal women

E.A. Karali, T. Anthopoulos, Ch. Naoum (Greece)

TERPSICHORE B

08:30-09:30 **Free Communications 4: DERMATOSURGERY**

**Chairs:** V. Petronic-Rosic (USA) – D. Malanos (Greece)

**FC4.1** The Q-Switched Nd:YAG (1064nm) laser for amateur tattoo removal

A.M. Gargoom (Libyan)

**FC4.2** A study of 119 verruca plantaris treated with carbon dioxide laser – A retrospective analysis

C. Mailer Ravindran, B. Veluamy, V. Charanyan (India)

**FC4.3** Management of facial telangiectasias with hand cauterity

I.E. Liapakis, N. Vrentzos, E.I. Paschalis (Greece, USA)

**FC4.4** Cosmetic vaginal surgery is the last frontier?

A. Bader (Greece)

**FC4.5** Efficacy of carbon dioxide laser in periungual and subungual warts

C. Mailer Ravindran (India)
FC4.6  Cryosurgery indications for cutaneous lesions: A retrospective evaluation in a tertiary care center  
F.S. Afsar, C. Dagar, S. Karaca (Turkey)

FC4.7  Excision of seborrheic keratosis; clamp, shave and suture  
Y. Kurniawati, S.A. Nugroho, I. Sari Permata (Indonesia)

FC4.8  Alternative treatments for management of basal cell carcinoma of the eyelids  
M. Tsatsos, C. MacGregor, P. Fachantidis, P. Stogiou, N. Ziakas, E. Sotiriou (United Kingdom, Greece)

SANTORINI

08:30-11:00  **Special Session (Part I): COMPLEXITIES AND CONTROVERSIES IN CUTANEOUS AESTHETICS, LASER AND SURGERY IN BROWN SKIN**
Organised by the Association of Cutaneous Surgeons of India (ACSI)

**Cutaneous surgery complexities, controversies and controversies in brown skin**
Chairs: V. Mysore (India) - K. Lahiri (India)

Introduction  
V. Mysore (India)

SS1.1  **Follicular unit hair transplantation - Experience in Indian patients**  
V. Mysore (India)

SS1.2  **Concept of stability of vitiligo: Reconstruction of a deconstruction**  
K. Lahiri (India)

SS1.3  **Vitiligo overview of methods of grafting**  
N. Umashankar (India)

SS1.4  **Innovations in cutaneous surgery in brown skin**  
R. Reddy (India)

SS1.5  **Combining phototherapy with grafting in vitiligo**  
I. Majid (India)

SS1.6  **Complications in vitiligo surgery**  
T. Salim (India)

SS1.7  **Hair transplantation for vitiligo**  
S. Sacchidanand (India)

SS1.8  **Management of keloids: Tips for management**  
R. Bhat (India)
09:30-11:00  **Session 10: LASERS II**  
Chairs: L. Marini (Italy) – N. Stavrianeas (Greece) - P. Kostakis (Greece)

S10.1  *Side effects of lasers used for epilation vascular or pigmented lesion treatment*  
E.O. Durmaz (Turkey)

S10.2  *Laser treatments supported by objective scientific data*  
B. Rao (USA)

S10.3  *Reversing parameters of aging by mixing wavelengths*  
C. Demetriou (Cyprus)

S10.4  *Fractional priming + Q-Switched sequential layering tattoo removal*  
L. Marini (Italy)

S10.5  *Non ablative fractional lasers for scars*  
D. Kapetanakis (Greece)

S10.6  *Lasers for brown skin*  
V. Mysore (India)

09:30-11:00  **Session 11: LIPOLYSIS – LIPOFILLING – AGING**  
Chairs: L. Medenica (Serbia) – D. Ntasiou-Plakida (Greece) – A. Tosca (Greece)

S11.1  *Liposuction - Lipofilling*  
I. Peros (Greece)

S11.2  *Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) combined with autologous fat injections*  
D. Ntasiou-Plakida (Greece)

S11.3  *Artistic and anatomical analysis for total face volumetric restoration with fat*  
A. Paraskevas (France)

S11.4  *Retinoids and vitamine D analogues, how do they act in vitro and what do we see in vivo?*  
S. Popadic (Serbia)

S11.5  *Fungal background of beauty*  
M. Skerlev (Croatia)

S11.6  *Specific issues of liposuction in Indian patients*  
J. Venkataram (India)

11:00-11:30  **Coffee Break**
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11:30-12:00 **Sponsored Lecture 1**

Organized by: NOVARTIS (HELLAS)

Chair: A. Katsambas (Greece)

IL-17A in psoriasis: From cyclosporine to the new era of biologics
C. Antoniou (Greece)

ESPERIDES

11:30-12:30 **Workshop 8: TRANS-EPIDERMAL DELIVERY ENHANCEMENT BY FRACTIONAL ABLATIVE (ER-YAG), ACOUSTIC PRESSURE IMPACT ULTRASOUND, AND FRACTIONAL NON-ABLATIVE (Q-SWITCHED) FOR FACE REJUVENATION SOLUTIONS**

Chair: S. Theocharis (Greece)

Speaker: J. Lepselter (Israel)

Organised by: LIDS Medical Ltd.

TERPSICHORE B

11:30-12:30 **Workshop 9: LIPOSONIX: ONE TREATMENT, ONE HOUR, ONE SIZE SMALLER. THE EFFECTIVE NON-INVASIVE SOLUTION TO STUBBORN FAT**

Speaker: J. Lewis (United Kingdom)

Organised by: KEY MEDICAL SOLUTION

SANTORINI

11:30-13:00 **Special Session (Part II): COMPLEXITIES AND CONTROVERSIES IN CUTANEOUS AESTHETICS, LASER AND SURGERY IN BROWN SKIN**

Organised by the Association of Cutaneous Surgeons of India (ACSI)

*Aesthetics and lasers complexities, controversies and controversies in brown skin*

Chairs: V. Mysore (India) - K. Lahiri (India)

**Introduction**

V. Mysore (India)

SS1.9 Handling resistant melasma in brown skin in a sunshine country
M. Vedamurthy (India)

SS1.10 Optimizing fractional lasers in post acne scarring
P. Vaidya (India)

SS1.11 Hair removal and lasers - How well do they work in Indian skin?
R. Gogoi (India)

SS1.12 Combining lasers in management of pigmented lesions
S. Aurangabadkar (India)

SS1.13 Complications of lasers in brown skin
N. Dhepe (India)

SS1.14 Newer cosmeceuticals for aging brown skin
J. Sharad (India)
SS1.15  Management of complications of chemical peeling

V. Saraf (India)

SS1.16  Acne scars maximizing results with minimal techniques

N. Khunger (India)

TERPSICHORE A

12:30-14:00  Satellite Symposium 2: INNOVATION IN DERMATOLOGY: AUTOLOGOUS CELL TRANSPLATATION

Organised by: AIDOM PHARMA A.E. - BIOHELLENIKA A.E.

Chairs: D. Ioannides (Greece) – D. Rigopoulos (Greece)

Autologous cell therapy: From laboratory to clinical practice

G.G. Koliakos (Greece)

Autologous cell into the skin: Localization and Interactions

K.S. Kouzi (Greece)

Implementation of autologous cell therapy in aesthetic dermatology

J.C. Katsantonis (Greece):

14:00-14:30  Intermission

ESPERIDES

14:30-15:30  Workshop 10: SCAR MANAGEMENT WITH A NOVEL FRACTIONAL CO2 LASER AND RADIOFREQUENCY

Chairs: I. Alvertis (Greece) - T. Anthopoulos (Greece) – A. Kapellari (Greece)

Speaker: N. Zerbinati (Italy)

Organised by: DEKA / SANDET

TERPSICHORE B

14:30-15:30  Workshop 11: THE TEOSYAL EXPERIENCE: INNOVATION IN TEAR THROUGH MANAGEMENT

Chair: A. Katsambas (Greece)

Speaker: H. Galadari (UAE)

Organised by: PROTON PHARMA
SATURDAY, JUNE 29, 2013
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14:30-17:00  
**Session 12: AGING IN A COSMETIC WORLD**

**Chair:** L. Parish (USA)

S12.1  
*Introduction- Aging defined*  
L. Parish (USA)

S12.2  
*Aging: Then and now*  
P. Emmanouil (Greece)

S12.3  
*Pathophysiology of aging*  
M.M. Tsoukas (USA)

S12.4  
*The environment and aging*  
R. Serri (Italy)

S12.5  
*Pathologic aging: Xeroderma pigmentosum*  
W.C. Lambert (USA)

S12.6  
*Diseases aggravated by aging*  
V. Petronic-Rosic (USA)

S12.7  
*Hair and aging*  
G. Turner (UK)

S12.8  
*Pigmentary changes and aging*  
S. Vassileva (Bulgaria)

S12.9  
*Balneology and aging*  
N. Tsankov, J. Kazandjieva (Bulgaria)

S12.10  
*Restorative measures and aging - What is the evidence?*  
V. Mysore (India)

S12.11  
*Lookin’ good: Peels or laser intervention*  
P. Karam (Lebanon)

**Conclusions**  
L. Millikan (USA)

---

15:00-15:30  
**Lecture 2**

**Chair:** S. Krueger-Krasagakis (Greece)

*What's new in psoriasis*  
M. Papoutsaki (Greece)
15:30-17:00 Session 13: FILLERS II
Chairs: D. Steiner (Brazil) - Z. Polyzois (Greece)

S13.1 What, how and when of dermal fillers: Patient's evaluation, treatment strategy and injection techniques
M. Landau (Israel)

S13.2 Non-surgical rhinoplasty. Technical considerations and complications
T. Anthopoulos (Greece)

S13.3 Comparison between the different types of fillers available
D. Steiner (Brazil)

S13.4 Skin fillers techniques
E. Koc (Turkey)

S13.5 Treating the tear trough: A practical approach
H. Galadari (UAE)

S13.6 Facial recontouring with fillers
K. De Boulle (Belgium)

15:30-17:00 Session 14: COMPLICATIONS OF COSMETIC AND DERMATOLOGICAL SURGERY
Chairs: H. Zelenkova (Slovakia) – N. Tsankov (Bulgaria) – D. Sotiriades (Greece)

S14.1 Side effects of cosmetic procedures
J. Kazandjieva (Bulgaria)

S14.2 Complication and solution from dermal fillers
P. Andre (France)

S14.3 Tattoos and piercing. Dermatological complications
N. Tsankov (Bulgaria)

S14.4 Botulinum toxin A. Complications
J. Parish (USA)

S14.5 Undesirable symptoms in the biological treatment of Crohn’s disease – Acne fulminans
H. Zelenkova (Slovakia)

S14.6 Sensitive skin: Myths and facts
V. Petronic-Rosic (USA)

15:30-17:00 General Assembly of the Hellenic Society of Dermatology and Venereology (HSDV- EEEOA)

17:00-17:30 Coffee Break
SATURDAY, JUNE 29, 2013
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17:30-19:00 Session 15: BOTULINUM TOXIN II
Chairs: A. Katsambas (Greece) – K. De Boule (Belgium) – A. Pallouras (Cyprus)

S15.1 Different patterns in glabella approach: Optimizing our technique
K. De Boule (Belgium)

S15.2 Smart phone – Smart BTXA
C. Zografakis (Greece)

S15.3 Facial asymmetries treated with Botulinum Toxin-A
A. Benedetto (USA)

S15.4 Aesthetic needs of men
O. Kreyden (Switzerland)

S15.5 BoNTA - How to solve the unexpected results of different aesthetic procedures
A. Turkevych (Ukraine)

ESPERIDES

17:30-19:00 Session 16: PEELING - CELLULITE
Chairs: S. Tiplica (Romania) – A. Stratigos (Greece)

S16.1 Complications of chemical peeling
E. Arca (Turkey)

S16.2 The right peeling for the right person
G. Kontochristopoulos (Greece)

S16.3 Trichloroacetic acid for everyday dermatological practice: Old, new, fashionable
A. Teodor (Romania)

S16.4 Chemical myoplasty myopexy for male and female butts
A. Tenenbaum (Switzerland)

S16.5 Chemical peeling – What’s new
Aik. Patsatsi (Greece)

S16.6 Gynoid lipodystrophy (Cellulite): A phase 1/2, vehicle-controlled study to evaluate safety, tolerability and pharmacologic effect of subcutaneously injected rHuCAT-L in healthy female subjects
F. Perez Atamoros (Mexico)

TERPSICHORE A

19:00-19:30 Sponsored Lecture 2
Chair: C. Antoniou (Greece)

Aktinic keratosis under the microscope - Latest therapeutic data
A. Stratigos (Greece)
19:30-20:00  **Sponsored Lecture 3**  
*Organised by: Angelini*

Chair: **C. Antoniou** (Greece)

Studies for the evaluation of generic medicines with emphasis on ciclosporin  
**A. Katsarou** (Greece)

20:00-20:30  **Sponsored Lecture 4**  

Chair: **A. Katsarou** (Greece)

Facial hirsutism: What’s new  
**M. Kosmadaki** (Greece)
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**ESPERIDES**

08:30-09:30  **Free Communications 5: ACNE AND SKIN DISEASES**  
Chairs: M. Milinkovic (Serbia) – C. Dessinioti (Greece)

FC5.1  **Hippocrates’ views on cosmetic medicine**  
C. Perogiani, G. Tsoukalas, I. Tsoukalas (Greece)

FC5.2  **Efficacy, tolerability and safety of IPL for the treatment of acne vulgaris**  
A.M. Gargoom (Libyan)

FC5.3  **Subcision for treatment of rolling acne scars in Iraqi patients: A clinical study**  
A.-D. Muhsin (Iraq)

FC5.4  **Clinical and histopathological efficacy of chemical reconstruction of skin scars (CROSS) technique with trichloroacetic acid (TCA) solution in acne scars patients**  
S. Putra, I.B. Putra, N.K. Jusuf (Indonesia)

FC5.5  **Isotretinoin vs Erythromycin: Comparative study of their side effects and interactions with other drugs in moderate to severe acne vulgaris**  
M.K. Kechagioglou (Italy)

FC5.6  **Cross therapy using 100 % trichloroacetic acid in the treatment of atrophic facial post varicella scars: A report**  
N. Agarwal, A. Mittal, C.M. Kuldeep, L.K. Gupta, A.K. Khare, S. Mehta (India)

FC5.7  **Nail disease and subclinical enthesopathy in psoriatic disease**  
A. Bajri (Albania)

FC5.8  **Clinical efficacy of ceramide as a major role for the pathogenesis of atopic dermatitis: Implications from ceramide microanalysis using NPLC-ESI mass spectrometry**  

**TERPSICHORE B**

08:30-09:30  **Free Communications 6: COSMECUTICALS**  
Chairs: M. Skerlev (Croatia) – C. Demetriou (Cyprus)

FC6.1  **Pathological studies on the effect of sodium lauryl sulfate on skin of rabbits**  
M.H. Kotob, A. Mahmoud, N. Allam (Egypt)

FC6.2  **Development and characterization of cosmetic formulations based on a portuguese thermal mineral water for dermatological application**  
A.R.T.S. Araujo, P. Coutinho (Portugal)

FC6.3  **Study of cosmetic face care product to improve vascular skin condition**  
A. Dzwigałowska, R. Dębowska, A. Kaszuba, J. Szpanka, I. Eris (Poland)
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FC6.4  Dermal drug delivery with photoacoustic waves generated by piezophotonic materials
       G.F.F. Sá, C. Serpa, L.G. Arnaut (Portugal)

FC6.5  Synergistic complex of two antioxidants in the day cream for skin with dilated capillaries
       B. Tyszczuk, R. Dębowska, M. Pasikowska, M. Szubert, J. Szpanka, I. Eris (Poland)

FC6.6  HF ultrasonography and 3D imaging system (PRIMOS) in the evaluation of anti-wrinkle care program

FC6.7  Metrodora’s - Cleopatra’s cosmetic medicine
       C. Perogiani, G. Tsoukalas, I. Tsoukalas (Greece)

09:30-10:30  Workshop 12: BOTULINUM TOXIN

Speaker: A. Katsambas (Greece)

09:30-10:30  Workshop 13: TRICHOGRAM

Chair: V. Chasapi (Greece)

Introduction
V. Chasapi (Greece)

Trichogram: A useful method for exploring the physiology and hair follicle activity
Presentation of a short film: The technique of the trichogram

Training in the technique of the trichogram and microscopical examination of hair roots and shafts (seven groups of five members each)
Tutors: A. Kapellari, G. Liosis, E. Panousi, S. Papadimitraki, S. Papanikou, D. Ragladakou, A. Yfanti (Greece)

10:30-10:45  Coffee Break

10:45-12:00  Satellite Symposium 3: LINKING PSORIASIS OUTCOME TO PERSONALISED TREATMENT

Organised by: MSD

Chairs: A. Katsambas (Greece) - D. Ioannidis (Greece)

Introduction
A. Katsambas (Greece)

The overweight patients: Personalised treatment and patients outcomes
A. Stratigos (Greece)
The non compliant patients: Personalised treatment and patients outcomes  
T. Vergou (Greece)

The social and cost implications of noncompliance in psoriasis management  
L. Kostagiolas (Greece)

Closing remarks and panel discussion  
D. Ioannidis (Greece)

12:00-13:30 **Session 17: ACNE AND ROSACEA**  
**Chairs:** B. Marinovic (Croatia) - G. Avgerinou (Greece)

**S17.1** Light therapy for acne  
C. Dessinioti (Greece)

**S17.2** Systematic therapies for acne: What’s new?  
T. Vergou (Greece)

**S17.3** Adult female acne: What is different?  
M. Milinkovic (Serbia)

**S17.4** Corrective dermatology and its influence on the quality of life in patients with acne  
M. Vurnek Zivkovic (Croatia)

**S17.5** The management of rosacea: Still a challenging issue  
Z. Bukvic Mokos (Croatia)

**S17.6** A randomized, prospective, multi-center clinical trial evaluating the efficacy and safety of a novel biophotonic platform in the management of moderate the severe acne  
Ch. Antoniou (Greece), A. Nikolis (Canada)

12:00-13:30 **Session 18: PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY**  
**Chairs:** D. Ioannides (Greece) - M. Situm (Croatia) – D. Petridis (Greece)

**S18.1** Cosmetic applications of PDT  
M. Kosmadaki (Greece)

**S18.2** Treatment of high risk facial BCC with photodynamic therapy  
C. Salavastru (Romania)

**S18.3** Photodynamic therapy: Medical and aesthetic outcomes  
M.M. Tsoukas (USA)

**S18.4** Advanced thermo-fractional PDT for non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC)  
L. Marini (Italy)

**S18.5** Factors influencing pain during topical photodynamic therapy of actinic keratosis  
S. Valiukeviciene (Lithuania)
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S18.6  PDT as skin cancer preventive treatment
E. Sotiriou (Greece)

TERPSICHORE A

13:30  End of Congress